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OBJECTIVES

 To define the requirements for a Mass Transit 
System (MTS) servicing the three major sub-
urban-urban corridors linked to Port of Spain

 To recommend the key tasks in a planning project 
as the first phase of the planning and 
implementation of the MTS .



RATIONALE

 In the fifteen months since the IADB submitted its 
report to the Government of Republic of Trinidad 
& Tobago (GORTT) on “Analysis of Mass Transit 
Alternatives for Port of Spain and the Main Urban 
Corridors of Trinidad”, there have been no 
significant declarations on what the GORTT 
intends to do to give effect to the IADB 
recommendations.



RATIONALE cont’d

 APETT Transportation Committee having reviewed 
and AGREED with the main findings of the IADB 
proposes a plan for immediate action aimed at 
developing an appropriate MTS in the shortest 
possible time and for improving the institutional 
and regulatory framework to support same.
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What is Mass Transit

 Mass Transit Systems include:-
Commuter Trains
Rapid rail
 Light rail
Trams
Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)
Guided Buses
City Buses



What Determines The Best Alternative?

 Require Proper Analysis of Travel Demand Patterns

 Choice of Vehicle type/size/technology based on 
cost effectiveness.

 Operating Policies based on National 
Transportation Policy Objectives



Mobility Patterns1

 Three Distinct Corridors:-

Western Corridor from Diego Martin to POS. 
Population 140,000 (2011); ADT 105,000 pass.

Eastern Corridor from POS – Sangre Grande. 
Population 520,000 ; ADT 178,000 pass.

Southern Corridor from Mt. Hope  – San Fernando. 
Population 310,000; ADT 57,000 pass.





Mobility Patterns cont’d

 High accessibility to the road network. Overall PT 
share varies from 46% in the Eastern corridor to 8% in 
the Southern corridor.

 Maxi-taxis provide over 80% of the public transport 
trips (excluding sedan taxis and pH) in the study area 
but services are unscheduled, un-coordinated and, 
apart from City Gate, have no hub infrastructure.

 42% of traffic on the PBR is not PT.
 Total peak hr. passenger trips per direction is < 

10,000.



Technology Characteristics 1

Technology Capacity 
(pphpd)

Quality of Service Investment Costs
USD($M/km)

Urban – suburban

Urban Tram-LRT 18,000 High 33.6
Monorail 15,000 High 62
Metro 60,000 High 112
BRT 45,000 Medium 10
Urban Bus 5,000 Medium-Low 7.4
Metropolitan
Commuter Rail 44,000 High 80
Tram-Train 25,000 High 33.6
BRT-Express Bus 30,000 Medium-High 10
Express Bus 5,000 Medium-High 7.4
Regional
Rapid Train 50,000 High



Source Yabe,T and Nakumara,F Journal of the Eastern Asia Society for Transportation Studies, Vol. 6, pp. 408 - 422, 2005



IADB FINDINGS 1

 Tram-Train is the best rail-based alternative

 BRT-PBR is the best bus-based alternative

 The Total Cost of Tram-Train is approximately twice 
the cost of the BRT-PBR (USD$2.2Bn) over the period.

 The Estimated NPV of the BRT-PBR is USD$662Mn 
more than the Tram-Train.

 The BRT-PBR is superior to the Tram-Train on 10 out 
of 14 key criteria and match it on two others.



APETT Recommendations

 Immediate plan for BRT using the PBR.

 BRT attributes:
 i)Infrastructure based on a central lane / 

carriageway,
 ii) Exclusive right of way,
 iii) Priority or separate grade intersections,
 iv) Ticket validation & control at the station (not 

on board),
 v) Access platform at the same level as bus.



Bus System.mov - YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uw3gbQHagGw


Recommendations cont’d

 The Service will be initially developed using 
existing buses and large maxi-taxis.

 Prioritize Highway infrastructural works that 
enhance the attractiveness of Mass Transit e.g. 
grade separated intersections and HOV lanes.

 Initiate a re-organisation of the current 
arrangements for the provision of public 
transportation.



System Overview

 24/7 scheduled service between Arima and Port of 
Spain, with its Port of Spain terminal well into the 
heart of the City. 

 A comprehensive customer-information system will be 
integral to the operation.

 Vehicles will stop only at stations, picking up and off-
loading at secure platforms. Entrance to platforms 
will be controlled by turnstiles allowing access to paid 
users only. 



System Overview

 Stations will be designed to allow other vehicles 
to pass while loading takes place and to 
accommodate off-loading from feeder routes. 

 The system will be planned to include a number 
of secure parking-lots for park-and-ride 
passengers, and good Downtown penetration 
and/or shuttles to reduce walking distances.



System Overview cont’d

 Intersections will originally be controlled by 
pre-emptive-controlled signal lights; later 
improved by grade separation at significant 
junctions.

 The system will be managed by a new 
customer-friendly and credible organization 
able to interface with public and private 
service suppliers and organize & plan the 
operations.



Institutional Requirements

Transit Authority
 There is currently no single body responsible for 

the organisation, coordination and regulation of 
the public transport sector.

 There is no policy, strategy or plan governing the 
direction and operation of the sector.

 The establishment of a Transit Authority can fill 
these policy, planning, regulatory and operational 
gaps.



Institutional Requirements cont’d

Traffic Management
 The Traffic Management Branch (TMB) of the 

Ministry of Works and Transport is currently under 
resourced.

 It has been placed subordinate to the Highways 
Division, which has an entirely different remit and 
requires a different mindset and skill set.

 It is recommended that TMB become a Division, 
and appropriately staffed and resourced.



Institutional Requirements cont’d

Public Transport Sector Redesign

 Public operation of transit has not achieved efficient 
and effective movement of people.

 GORTT subsidises 83% of the cost of a PTSC passenger 
trip,2 yet the ridership for private operators is 10 
times higher than for PTSC.

 GoRTT can significantly reduce its spending on public 
transportation by utilising private operators in public 
transport, and directing fare-concession subsidies to 
users instead of to operators.



Planning Requirements
Gaining a thorough understanding of the 

transportation profile of the intended 
ridership;

Assessing the current level of service 
along the bus route

Profiling the route: mapping: the 
population density along the route, 
identifying clustering points, pedestrian 
crossing needs, evaluating potential 
stations, park-and-ride locations.



Planning Requirements
Designing the fleet: organizing the basic 

rules, contracts and working relationships

Designing the management structure, 
profiling the start-up management, 
organizing initial facilities.

Designing marketing and promotional 
strategies, fare structures.



Planning Requirements cont’d

 These studies can be completed in four months, 
within a budget of TT$4M. All of the required 
expertise - in Transportation Planning, 
Engineering, Land-Use Planning, Architecture, 
Operations Research, Marketing – can be sourced 
locally  The product will be a blueprint for the 
detailed operational design and  implementation 
of the BRT-PBR Mass Transit System including a 
phased development plan that would allow for 
learning and adaptation.



Video RIT - Rede Integrada de Transporte - URBS 2011 - YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wg5aL6Wck1Q
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